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The stable nucleus 177Hf was studied with time-correlated particle-g-g techniques following the reaction
176Yb(9Be,a4n)177Hf at a beam energy of 70 MeV. New high-spin states include extensions to three-
quasiparticle bands based on the Kp523/21 and 25/22 configurations, together with a new band associated
with the Kp519/22, T1/2556 ms isomer. Moreover, the band based on the five-quasiparticle T1/2551 minute,
Kp537/22 state has been found, and a band assigned to a new Kp539/21, five-quasiparticle state. Values of
(gK2gR)/Q0 agree well with the configuration assignments made to new and previously known bands. Com-
parison with multiquasiparticle calculations that incorporate a Lipkin-Nogami treatment of pairing correlations
with blocking, suggests that all of the most favored three- and five-quasiparticle states have been observed. The
dependence of the g-ray intensities on the angular yields of the a particles suggests that the population arises
from two entry distributions: one associated with complete fusion of the beam with the target, the other with
incomplete fusion. @S0556-2813~98!06408-5#
PACS number~s!: 27.70.1q, 23.20.Lv, 21.10.ReI. INTRODUCTION
The stable nucleus 177Hf is located in the region of defor-
mation near A5180. In this region, collective rotational be-
havior coexists with intrinsic quasiparticle modes of excita-
tion as a means with which to form the yrast line. The
quasiparticle excitations arise from the coupling of a few
orbitals that have a large angular-momentum projection, V ,
on the nuclear symmetry axis. The projection of the total
nuclear angular momentum onto the symmetry axis is, to a
good approximation, a constant of motion so that the associ-
ated quantum number K (5( iV i) is nearly conserved. Tran-
sitions of multipolarity l between states where DK.l , are
in principle strictly forbidden, but in practice hindered so
that many excited multiquasiparticle states are metastable
~isomeric! in character.
Two of the longest-lived K isomers known are found in
177Hf; one is the Kp523/21 three-quasiparticle state which
has T1/251.1 s @1,2#, the other is the Kp537/22 five-
quasiparticle state which has T1/2551 min @3#. Previous
studies were able to associate a rotational band with former,
but not with the latter. Since such bands are an important
means with which to characterize the multiquasiparticle con-
figuration of the K isomer, one aim of the present study was
to identify the band associated with the Kp537/22 state.
The only available conventional fusion/neutron-evaporation
reaction is 176Yb(a ,3n)177Hf, in which the input angular mo-
mentum is too low to populate strongly states above the
Kp537/22 isomer. This necessitated the use of the
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input angular momentum. A similar approach led to the ob-
servation of the band based on the T1/2531 year, Kp5161
isomer in 178Hf @4#.
II. EXPERIMENT
The measurement was performed with the CAESAR spec-
trometer @5# in conjunction with a compact array of charged-
particle detectors @6#. The former consists of six hyperpure
n-type germanium detectors, while the latter is constituted by
14 fast-slow plastic scintillators in which charged-particle
detection and identification is performed via the Phoswich
technique. This arrangement was used to collect time-
correlated particle-g-g coincidences when a 4.6 mg/cm2
176Yb target-foil ~enriched to 96%! was bombarded with 9Be
ions, which were supplied at an energy of 70 MeV by the
ANU 14UD Pelletron accelerator. Particle-g data were also
taken. The front particle-detectors were shielded from scat-
tered beam particles with Al absorber foils of 65 mg/cm2
thickness. All events within 856 ns of a detected particle
were recorded. States in 177Hf were populated via the a4n
exit channel, where the a-particle yield arises from two pro-
cesses. One is conventional fusion evaporation from a 185W*
compound system produced by complete fusion of the beam
with the target. The other is from breakup of the 9Be in the
entrance channel into a1a1n . One of the a particles can
then fuse with the target, perhaps with simultaneous capture
of the neutron, while the other a particle continues with a
velocity essentially equal to that of the beam. This process is
known as ‘‘incomplete fusion’’ or ‘‘massive transfer’’ @7–9#.
In the present case, the mechanism can be viewed approxi-
mately as beam-breakup with subsequent fusion and evapo-
ration of the form 176Yb(‘‘5He,’’4n)177Hf.
A 152Eu source was placed at the target position to enable
energy and efficiency calibration of the HPGe detectors. It
was not possible to obtain a precise calibration of the831 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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particles with insufficient energy to penetrate the absorber
foils on the front elements. The possibility of extracting an
approximate in situ efficiency calibration will be discussed in
Sec. V C.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Particle-g-g data
1. Construction of the level scheme
The time-correlated particle-g-g coincidence data were
sorted offline into particle-gated Eg-Eg matrices with differ-
ent time conditions. No new isomeric decays were found in
177Hf within the range of experimental sensitivity ~;10–
2500 ns!. The main analysis was carried out with two matri-
ces; one required that an a particle was detected in the for-
ward particle detectors, which subtended angles covering
;20° to 60° with respect to the beam axis, while the other
required that an a particle was detected at more backward
angles, in either the middle ~60° to 100°! or backward rings
~100° to 140°!. In each case a condition of 6140 ns was
required for the g-g time differences, centered on the
‘‘prompt’’ peak of the total time-difference spectrum. The
final symmetrized matrices that were generated contained
19.73106 counts ~forward-a selected! and 4.33106 counts
~middle- or back-a selected!. Coincidence intensities for
known and new bands were obtained from the two matrices.
The level scheme for 177Hf is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The
g-ray transition energies and intensities are listed in Table I.
They were extracted from a two-dimensional fit to the
forward-gated matrix with the code ESCL8R @10#. The inten-
sities of the transitions to the ground state and to the long-
lived isomers were obtained from intensity balances.2. Extraction of F/(M-B) intensity ratios
Coincidence intensities were extracted from the forward-
gated and middle/back-gated matrices. A ‘‘Forward/Middle-






This provided a guide with which to assign new bands to a
particular hafnium isotope that could not otherwise be placed
through either prompt or delayed coincidences. The F/~M-B!
intensity ratios are shown in Fig. 4 for transitions from
178Hf, 177Hf, and 176Hf. Open data points correspond to pre-
viously known transitions, and new transitions that were in
coincidence with them. As has been discussed in previous
publications @11,4#, the isotope that is populated with fewest
evaporated neutrons (178Hf in the present case! has the rela-
tively largest yield when a forward-going a particle is de-
tected. This feature can be used as a guide to assign new
bands that do not show coincidences with any known transi-
tions. Such transitions are represented by filled data points in
Fig. 4.
3. Angular correlations
Transition multipolarities were inferred from the method
of directional correlations from oriented ~DCO! states. Two
matrices were produced for the DCO analysis. One contained
g-g coincidences that involved only the forward ~48°! and
backward ~145°! HPGe detectors, while the other required a
coincidence of a middle ~97°! detector with either a forward
or backward detector. A DCO ratio of the form
PRC 58 833HIGH-SPIN INTRINSIC AND ROTATIONAL STATES . . .FIG. 2. Partial level scheme for 177Hf in which firmly assigned three- and five-quasineutron states are shown, along with their associated
rotational bands. Decays from long-lived states were not observed in the present measurement, and are therefore not shown in the figure. The
levels of the ground-state rotational band are also shown to provide an energy scale.RDCO5
Igg~48°1145° !
Igg~97° !
was obtained, where in each case the gating transition was
detected at 48° or 145°. Ideally the gating transition should
be of stretched (DJ52) quadrupole character, and this was
carried out where possible for 177Hf. These values are listed
under ‘‘RDJ52’’ in Table I. In many cases, however, this
was not possible, and a stretched DJ51 cascade transitionhad to be used. This introduced a dependence of the DCO
ratio on the mixing ratio of gating ~and sometimes the mea-
sured! transition, but enabled pure and mixed DJ51 transi-
tions to be distinguished. These results are listed under
‘‘RDJ51’’ in Table I.
B. Particle-g data: Angular distributions
The angular distributions were obtained by summing
particle-gated g-ray spectra for each pair of detectors at theFIG. 3. Partial level scheme for 177Hf in which tentatively identified multiquasiparticle states and associated levels are shown.
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Eg~keV! Ig E level~keV! A2 /A0 RDJ52 RDJ51 (Jp,K) i!(Jp,K) f
74.3 3.7~0.4! 2409.8 (27/22,23/2)!(25/22,23/2)
82.2 10.7~0.8! 2418.6 (27/2 2,23/2)!(25/22,23/2)
96.4 3.6~1.0! 604.4 7/22,5/2!5/22,5/2
105.3 105.4~3.7! 426.5 20.25~2! 0.40~6! 0.40~4! 11/21,9/2!9/21,9/2
112.9 995.2~24.4! 113.1 20.13~1! 0.55~7! 0.67~11! 9/22,7/2!7/22,7/2
116.5 1.9~0.6! 708.2 15/21,9/2!15/22,7/2
120.4 389.2~12.6! 1713.5 0.31~1! 0.97~3! 25/22,25/2!25/21,23/2
123.1 2.2~0.8! 727.0 9/22,5/2!7/22,5/2
128.4 126.0~4.2! 555.0 20.53~2! 0.63~7! 0.50~5! 13/21,9/2!11/21,9/2
136.6 77.7~4.7! 249.6 20.41~2! 0.46~6! 0.81~10! 11/22,7/2!9/22,7/2
153.1 119.6~4.0! 708.2 20.52~2! 0.35~10! 0.50~3! 15/21,9/2!13/21,9/2
153.3 1.5~0.8! 555.0 13/21,9/2!13/22,7/2
159.6 26.8~1.3! 409.3 20.12~4! 0.71~9! 13/22,7/2!11/22,7/2
174.3 94.1~3.2! 882.6 20.47~3! 0.53~9! 0.46~3! 17/21,9/2!15/21,9/2
176.5 27.7~1.9! ~665! (9/21,1/2)!(5/22,1/2)
176.9 34.8~1.6! 426.5 11/21,9/2!11/22,7/2
181.8 16.3~1.0! 591.2 0.51~13! 15/22,7/2!13/22,7/2
193.6 24.0~1.9! ~840.1! (9/22,1/2)!(5/22,1/2)
196.5 12.9~2.2! 2937.5 (33/22,33/2)!37/22,37/2
196.6 52.8~1.9! 2897.2 20.28~2! 0.64~6! (31/22,23/2)!(29/22,23/2)
203.0 10.1~0.9! 794.2 17/22,7/2!15/22,7/2
204.0 68.6~2.4! 1086.6 20.48~3! 0.54~7! 0.42~4! 19/21,9/2!17/21,9/2
208.3 608.4~20.7! 321.2 0.26~1! 0.96~12! 1.10~7! 9/21,9/2!9/22,7/2
214.3 42.9~1.8! 1300.9 0.53~14! 0.34~6! 21/21,9/2!19/21,9/2
216.1 16.0~1.0! ~846.0! (7/22,1/2)!(3/22,1/2)
218.5 3.3~1.2! 727.0 9/22,5/2!5/22,5/2
223.3 6.0~7! 1017.5 19/22,7/2!17/22,7/2
233.8 48.4~2.0! 555.0 0.03~2! 1.16~29! 13/21,9/2!9/21,9/2
240.6 63.1~3.4! 1582.5 21/22,19/2!19/22,19/2
249.6 412.4~27.7! 249.6 0.14~1! 0.94~6! 11/22,7/2!7/22,7/2
254.8 291.2~9.3! 1968.3 0.25~1! 0.95~8! 27/22,25/2!25/22,25/2
260.0 17.8~1.0! 1560.9 0.46~11! 23/21,9/2!21/21,9/2
263.0 52.5~2.9! 1846.1 23/22,19/2!21/22,19/2
272.9 27.7~1.9! ~932.2! (13/22,1/2)!(9/22,1/2)
277.3 637.0~15.0! 1593.0 0.16~1! 0.88~7! 25/21,23/2!23/21,23/2
278.2 25.8~2.2! 2124.3 25/22,19/2!23/22,19/2
281.4 152.2~5.0! 2249.6 0.20~4! 0.90~5! 29/22,25/2!27/22,25/2
281.8 103.2~3.7! 708.2 0.30~2! 1.14~22! 15/21,9/2!11/21,9/2
282.3 3.9~9! 2700.6 (29/22,23/2)!(27/22,23/2)
290.8 42.8~1.8! 2700.6 0.75~13! (29/22,23/2)!(27/22,23/2)
292.6 12.4~1.4! 2416.8 27/22,19/2!25/22,19/2
295.1 204.1~7.5! 1888.0 0.18~3! 0.77~4! 27/21,23/2!25/21,23/2
296.5 309.1~12.1! 409.3 0.25~2! 0.95~4! 1.01~9! 13/22,7/2!9/22,7/2
297.7 24.4~1.9! 1144.7 (13/22,1/2)!(9/22,1/2)
305.4 71.9~2.6! 2555.1 0.90~6! 31/22,25/2!29/22,25/2
308.1 11.9~1.3! 2724.8 29/22,19/2!27/22,19/2
308.6 1.4~0.7! 3217.8 (31/22,23/2)!(29/22,23/2)
311.5 127.8~4.8! 2199.5 0.74~5! 29/21,23/2!27/21,23/2
317.8 15.6~1.7! ~1157.9! (11/22,1/2)!(7/22,1/2)
321.1 16.2~5.5! 321.2 0.47~7! 9/21,9/2!7/22 ,7/2
323.2 5.7~1.0! 3047.8 31/22,19/2!29/22,19/2
326.5 78.6~3.3! 2525.9 0.78~6! 31/21,23/2!29/21,23/2
327.3 31.3~1.6! 2882.4 0.85~14! 33/22,25/2!31/22,25/2
327.7 132.9~4.6! 882.6 0.18~2! 0.84~22! 1.26~14! 17/21,9/2!13/21,9/2
339.4 8.2~9! 2409.8 (27/22,23/2)!(23/22,23/2)
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Eg~keV! Ig E level~keV! A2 /A0 RDJ52 RDJ51 (Jp,K) i!(Jp,K) f
340.1 40.4~2.0! 2865.9 0.96~10! 33/21,23/2!31/21,23/2
340.6 12.3~1.1! 3237.7 (33/22,23/2)!(31/22,23/2)
341.6 299.9~10.4! 591.2 0.29~2! 0.96~6! 0.83~8! 15/22,7/2!11/22,7/2
346.9 12.8~9! 3229.2 0.46~11! 0.89~22! 35/22,25/2!33/22,25/2
348.6 9.8~1.2! 3222.3 (31/21,29/2)!(29/21,29/2)
351.9 25.7~1.5! 3217.9 0.82~15! 35/21,23/2!33/21,23/2
357.1 32.2~2.0! 2070.5 (23/22,23/2)!(25/22,25/2)
359.8 76.5~3.7! 3466.6 0.17~8! 1.14~20! 41/21,39/2!39/21,39/2
360.1 5.8~0.9! 3582.1 (33/21,29/2)!(31/21,29/2)
361.7 14.1~1.0! 3579.6 0.40~12! 37/21,23/2!35/21,23/2
363.7 13.6~1.2! ~1205.2! (17/22,1/2)!(13/22,1/2)
364.0 16.9~1.1! 2700.6 (29/22,23/2)!(25/22,23/2)
364.6 7.9~1.0! 3593.6 37/22,25/2!35/22,25/2
365.7 85.1~4.0! 3106.7 20.06~3! 0.55~6! 39/21,39/2!37/22,37/2
366.2 28.9~1.6! 2615.7 (27/22,23/2)!29/22,25/2
366.5 11.8~1.8! ~3304.0! (35/22,33/2)!(33/22,33/2)
368.0 67.3~2.7! 2336.3 0.32~6! 0.89~9! (25/22,23/2)!29/22,25/2
369.4 8.5~0.9! 3949.0 39/21,25/2!37/21,25/2
375.1 37.0~1.9! 3841.8 0.25~3! 0.95~14! 43/21,39/2!41/21,39/2
378.4 153.0~5.2! 1086.6 19/21,9/2!15/21,9/2
383.3 6.5~1.0! ~3687.4! (37/22,33/2)!(35/22,33/2)
384.9 262.1~9.0! 794.2 0.25~2! 0.95~7! 0.97~9! 17/22,7/2!13/22,7/2
391.3 17.0~1.2! 4233.1 1.23~25! 45/2139/2!43/21,39/2
391.6 22.6~1.5! 1536.7 (17/22,1/2)!(13/22,1/2)
397.7 37.7~2.5! 1713.5 20.06~5! 0.60~10! 25/22,25/2!23/21,23/2
401.3 46.3~3.4! 3142.3 1.10~22! 39/22,37/2!37/22,37/2
407.7 16.0~1.3! ~1566! (15/22,1/2)!(11/22,1/2)
408.1 8.2~0.9! 4641.2 47/21,39/2!45/21,39/2
418.3 133.8~4.6! 1300.9 0.19~3! 0.93~13! 1.15~13! 21/21,9/2!17/21,9/2
420.9 37.9~2.7! 3563.3 1.22~25! 41/22,37/2!39/22,37/2
424.0 0.9~0.7! 3066.0 49/21,39/2!47/21,39/2
426.3 227.1~7.8! 1017.5 0.89~5! 1.07~15! 19/22,7/2!15/22,7/2
440.0 13.5~1.9! 4003.2 1.12~33! 43/22,37/2!41/22,37/2
441.6 16.8~1.3! 2409.8 (27/22,23/2)!27/22,25/2
448.1 7.4~0.9! ~1653.3! (21/22,1/2)!(17/22,1/2)
450.8 5.6~1.1! 2418.6 (29/22,23/2)!29/22,25/2
458.0 3.2~1.1! 4461.0 45/22,37/2!43/22,37/2
465.7 180.8~6.3! 1259.9 0.15~3! 0.81~5! 1.01~13! 21/22,7/2!17/22,7/2
470.2 17.2~1.2! 2005.1 (21/22,1/2)!(17/22,1/2)
474.4 92.1~3.3! 1560.9 0.15~3! 1.03~14! 1.26~16! 23/21,9/2!19/21,9/2
483.6 16.9~1.2! ~2049! (19/22,1/2)!(15/22,1/2)
501.6 83.3~3.1! 1802.6 0.83~12! 0.95~14! 25/21,9/2!21/21,9/2
502.9 156.2~5.5! 1520.4 0.87~5! 23/22,7/2!19/22,7/2
503.4 7.0~3.7! 1846.1 23/22,19/2!19/22,19/2
508.1 6.9~1.6! 508.1 5/22,5/2!7/22,7/2
526.1 4.0~0.7! ~2179.4! (25/22,1/2)!(21/22,1/2)
534.0 8.4~0.9! 2539.1 (25/22,1/2)!(21/22,1/2)
536.3 21.1~1.6! 2249.6 29/22,25/2!25/22,25/2
537.9 112.4~4.1! 1797.8 0.27~3! 0.95~7! 0.86~22! 25/22,7/2!21/22,7/2
541.0 10.6~1.8! 2124.3 25/22,19/2!21/22,19/2
541.6 7.1 ~0.9! ~2591! (23/22,1/2)!(19/22,1/2)
567.1 50.0~2.1! 2128.1 27/21,9/2!23/21,9/2
570.4 86.4~3.3! 2090.8 1.02~7! 27/22,7/2!23/22,7/2
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Eg~keV! Ig E level~keV! A2 /A0 RDJ52 RDJ51 (Jp,K) i!(Jp,K) f
570.5 10.5~1.6! 2416.8 27/22,19/2!23/22,19/2
572.3 25.5~3.3! 1888.0 27/21,23/2!23/21,23/2
575.0 46.7~2.1! 2377.6 0.87~28! 0.73~16! 29/21,9/2!25/21,9/2
586.7 27.7~1.7! 2555.1 0.72~17! 31/22,25/2!27/22,25/2
594.4 4.0~0.7! 3133.5 (29/22,1/2)!(25/22,1/2)
600.5 13.7~1.7! 2724.8 29/22,19/2!25/22,19/2
600.9 71.0~2.8! 2398.7 1.17~10! 29/22,7/2!25/22,7/2
606.3 43.7~3.0! 2199.5 29/21,23/2!25/21,23/2
623.1 19.7~1.6! 2336.3 (25/22,23/2)!25/22,25/2
628.9 40.0~1.9! 2719.7 1.41~16! 31/22,7/2!27/22,7/2
630.5 5.7~1.3! 3047.8 31/22,19/2!27/22,19/2
632.6 25.2~1.5! 2882.4 0.77~17! 33/22,25/2!29/22,25/2
637.8 30.1~2.2! 2525.9 31/21,23/2!29/21,23/2
637.8 20.9~1.3! 3015.4 1.27~28! 1.12~39! 33/21,9/2!29/21,9/2
647.1 17.7~1.5! 2615.7 (27/22,23/2)!27/22,25/2
654.6 14.6~1.2! 2782.7 0.95~17! 31/21,9/2!27/21,9/2
654.6 22.7~1.4! 3053.3 0.71~20! 0.87~36! 33/22,7/2!29/22,7/2
659.6 7.7~1.1! 2909.3 (29/22,23/2)!29/22,25/2
662.9 9.8~1.0! 3217.8 (31/22,23/2)!31/22,25/2
666.2 16.9~1.5! 2865.9 1.36~42! 33/21,23/2!29/21,23/2
674.2 14.9~1.1! 3229.2 0.70~14! 35/22,25/2!31/22,25/2
674.2 5.4~1.2! 2873.7 (29/21,29/2)!29/21,23/2
678.8 13.5~1.1! 3398.4 1.04~19! 35/22,7/2!31/22,7/2
687.6 4.7~0.8! 3703.0 1.16~36! 37/21,9/2!33/21,9/2
691.8 9.4~1.2! 3217.9 0.77~21! 35/21,23/2!31/21,23/2
696.0 10.8~1.3! 2409.8 (27/22,23/2)!25/22,25/2
700.0 8.2~0.9! 3753.3 0.77~23! 37/22,7/2!33/22,7/2
~709.6! ,2 3582.1 (33/21,29/2)!(29/21,29/2)
711.2 9.1~1.0! 3593.6 1.23~34! 37/22,25/2!33/22,25/2
713.6 4.9~1.0! 3579.6 37/21,23/2!33/21,23/2
730.7 4.2~0.9! 3949.0 39/21,23/2!35/21,23/2
722.2 2.0~0.7! 4120.6 39/22,7/2!35/22,7/2
734.7 2.2~0.8! 3517.3 1.11~49! 35/21,9/21!31/21,9/2
734.9 8.6~1.6! 3841.8 43/21,39/2!39/21,39/2
744.1 0.8~0.6! 4497.4 41/22,7/2!37/22,7/2
~753.4! ,1 ~3687.4! (37/22,33/2)!(33/22,33/2)
766.5 8.9~1.3! 4233.1 45/21,39/2!41/21,39/2
799.6 5.3~1.0! 4641.2 47/21,39/2!43/21,39/2
823.0 11.4~5.5! 3563.3 41/22,37/2!37/22,37/2
833.1 3.3~1.0! 5066.0 49/21,39/2!45/21,39/2
860.5 8.4~2.0! 4003.2 43/22,37/2!39/22,37/2
897.1 0.4~4! 4461.2 45/22,37/2!41/22,37/2
985.6 13.9~1.9! 2873.7 (29/21,29/2)!27/21,25/2three angles in the CAESAR array. Fits to these spectra en-
abled the extraction of intensities for most of the strongest
and uncontaminated transitions. These were used to generate
the angular distributions to which the second-order function
W~Q!5A0@11A2P2~Q!#
was fitted. The resultant A2 coefficients are listed in Table I.IV. CONFIGURATION ASSIGNMENTS




were used to determine the mixing ratio (d) for the DJ51
cascade transitions from which the ratio of the intrinsic gy-
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Equation ~1! is derived in the strong-coupling limit, and
hence assumes that the value of K is well defined, which is
an approximation when Coriolis mixing is non-negligible.
Since Eq. ~1! yields only the magnitude of d , the sign of d
was determined, where possible, from the sign of the A2
coefficient. The values of (gK2gR)/Q0 that were derived
from Eq. ~2! are shown in Table II.
A. Bands based on one-quasiparticle states
1. The 7/22[514] ground-state band
The band based on the Kp57/22 stable ground state was
previously observed up to the 27/22 level @12#. It has now
been extended to the 41/22 state, as can be seen in Fig. 1. A
sum-of-gates spectrum is shown in Fig. 5~a!. The angular
distribution data indicate that the weak DJ51 cascade tran-
sitions have negative A2 coefficients. Since the M1 transi-
tion strength is low for this configuration, the branching ra-
tios are large, and the DJ51 cascade transitions are not
observed above the 19/22 level. The measured branching
ratios suggest (ugK2gRu)/Q0,0.01, so that gK.gR
50.23(2), where the value gR was taken from the g-factor
measurements of Ref. @13#. This is in reasonable agreement
with the Nilsson estimate of gK50.26 for deformation of
«250.245, as derived from the measured quadrupole mo-
ment @14#. The alignment plot ~Fig. 7! shows evidence for a
FIG. 4. ‘‘Forward/Middle-Back’’ intensity ratios ~see text! for
known bands in 176Hf, 177Hf, and 178Hf ~open symbols! together
with those for new bands in 177Hf ~filled symbols! which could not
be connected via g-g coincidences. Triangles: Kp51/22; dia-
monds: Kp519/22; squares: Kp537/22; circles: Kp539/21. No
efficiency correction has been applied to the ratios. The lines are
drawn to guide the eye.gradual rotational alignment, most likely due to a pair of i13/2
neutrons. No signature splitting is observed.
2. The 9/21[624] band
The band based on the 9/21 intrinsic state at 321.2 keV
has been extended from Jp523/21 @12# to Jp537/21. A
coincidence spectrum for the band is shown in Fig. 5~b!.
Large, negative A2 coefficients were obtained for several of
the cascade transitions. Hence, a negative sign was chosen
for (gK2gR)/Q0. The mean value of gK extracted was
20.142~23!, which deviates significantly from the simple
Nilsson estimate of 20.245. This is most likely due to
Coriolis-induced K mixing, as observed in the isotone 179W
@15#, where a value of gK(9/21)50.08(6) was found. The
deviation from the Nilsson estimate is not so great in 177Hf,
which signifies that the K mixing is less severe than in 179W.
This is probably due to the larger «4 deformation in 179W,
which tends to compress spacing of the low-V members of
the i13/2 multiplet, leading to increased K mixing.
The K mixing is also evident in the large signature split-
ting, which increases monotonically with rotational fre-
quency, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Closer inspection of the
extracted values of (gK2gR)/Q0 shows that they oscillate
with the signature splitting, with the unfavored band mem-
bers exhibiting higher values.
3. Decoupled bands based on the n1/2 2[510]
and n1/2 2[521] orbitals
Three decoupled bands were found that did not show co-
incidences with known transitions in any hafnium isotope.
The F/~M-B! intensity ratios for two of the bands suggest
that they should be assigned to 177Hf; the ratios for the third
band were lower, so that its assignment to 177Hf is on this
basis is tentative. It is the most strongly populated of the
three, however, and the energy of the lowest transition @Eg
5176.5 keV# matched the energy-spacing of 9/22 and 5/22
levels (DE5174(8) keV! assigned to the n1/22@510# orbital
from light-ion transfer measurements @16#. Also, it did not
correspond to any decoupled band known to belong to an-
other nucleus that was present in the data. The 1/22 band-
head was not explicitly observed in the transfer data, but its
excitation energy ~;567 keV! was inferred from a rotational-
model fit to the higher levels assigned to the band. No evi-
dence was seen in the present data for the ;100 keV 5/22
!1/22 transition implied by the transfer data, which, if it
carried the full intensity of the higher transition, should have
been observed. This may indicate that the DJ51 transitions
dominate at the bottom of the band. Since the expected tran-
sition energies are low ~;57 keV for 5/22!3/22, and ;41
keV for 3/22!1/22), they would not have been observed
under the present conditions, due to electron conversion.
Since the only other low-lying K51/2 orbital is the
n1/22@521# Nilsson state, the other two decoupled bands are
assigned as signature partners based on this orbital. The
transfer data suggest that this orbital resides at an excitation
energy of 559 keV, while in the isotone 179W it is located at
222 keV, which is ;400 keV lower than the n1/22@510#
state. The stronger of the two bands in 177Hf is probably the
favored positive-signature sequence. Comparison with the
analogous bands in 179W suggests that the lowest energy g
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11/22 136.6 249.6 5.31~48! 2.30~21! 0.02~1! 0.0103~9!
13/22 159.6 296.5 11.55~73! 2.79~18! 0.03~1! 0.0083~5!
15/22 181.8 341.6 18.45~1.35! 4.02~29! 0.03~1! 0.0057~4!
17/22 203.0 384.9 26.05~2.38! 14.85~1.36! 0.03~1! 0.0015~1!
19/22 223.3 426.3 37.82~4.65! 5.10~63! 0.02~1! 0.0043~5!
9/21@624#
13/21 128.4 233.8 0.38~2! 0.38~1! 0.52~3! 0.0493~14!
15/21 153.1 281.1 0.86~4! 0.38~1! 0.35~1! 0.0510~14!
17/21 174.3 327.7 1.41~7! 0.36~1! 0.31~1! 0.0536~14!
19/21 204.0 378.4 2.23~11! 0.40~1! 0.25~1! 0.0507~14!
21/21 214.3 418.3 3.12~17! 0.35~1! 0.26~1! 0.0540~17!
23/21 260.0 474.4 5.19~36! 0.50~2! 0.15~1! 0.0418~17!
25/21 241.8 501.6 8.11~72! 0.40~2! 0.17~1! 0.0456~21!
27/21 325.4 567.1 8.23~1.62! 0.61~7! 0.11~2! 0.0368~42!
29/21 249.4 575.0 9.70~1.71! 0.27~2! 0.27~4! 0.0596~47!
Kp519/22
23/22 263.0 503.0 0.13~7! 0.30~6! 8.4~4.0! 0.51(21419 )
25/22 278.3 540.9 0.41~8! 0.36~3! 3.24~61! 0.419~39!
27/22 292.8 570.6 0.84~16! 0.41~4! 1.71~35! 0.352~36!
29/22 308.1 600.5 1.16~20! 0.41~4! 1.37~25! 0.345~36!
31/22 323.5 630.6 1.0~3! 0.33~5! 1.85~57! 0.427(270160)
Kp523/21
27/21 295.1 572.3 0.13~2! 0.31~2! 12.1~1.6! 0.0631~40!
29/21 311.5 606.3 0.34~3! 0.36~2! 4.87~41! 0.0535~22!
31/21 326.5 637.8 0.38~3! 0.30~1! 5.07~44! 0.0635~28!
33/21 340.1 666.2 0.42~4! 0.26~1! 5.19~55! 0.0708~38!
35/21 351.9 691.8 0.36~5! 0.21~1! 6.66~90! 0.0858~57!
37/21 361.7 713.6 0.35~7! 0.18~2! 7.5~1.5! 0.0961(2103186 )
39/21 369.4 730.7 0.50~12! 0.20~2! 5.6~1.4! 0.0860(2113193 )
Kp525/22
29/22 281.4 536.4 0.14~1! 0.37~2! 8.79~77! 0.0476~21!
31/22 305.4 586.7 0.39~3! 0.43~2! 3.73~30! 0.0417~17!
33/22 327.3 632.6 0.81~6! 0.50~2! 1.99~19! 0.0356~17!
35/22 346.9 674.2 1.16~12! 0.51~3! 1.59~20! 0.0351~22!
37/22 364.6 711.1 1.16~19! 0.43~4! 1.90~37! 0.0413~40!
Kp5(29/21)
(33/21) 360.1 709.6 0.31~31! 0.60~38! 6~14! 0.24(239110)
Kp5(33/22)
(37/22) 383.3 753.4 0.17~17! 0.45~26! 15~39! 0.31(242111)
Kp537/22
41/22 420.9 823.0 0.30~15! 0.74~23! 7.6~5.2! 0.0253(297165)
43/22 440.0 860.5 0.62~17! 0.74~16! 4.0~1.7! 0.0249~51!
Kp539/21
43/21 375.1 734.9 0.23~5! 0.63~7! 8.6~2.1! 0.0249(231126)
45/21 391.3 766.5 0.52~8! 0.68~7! 4.02~89! 0.0232~25!
47/21 408.1 799.6 0.64~15! 0.58~9! 3.9~1.2! 0.0271~39!
PRC 58 839HIGH-SPIN INTRINSIC AND ROTATIONAL STATES . . .FIG. 5. ~a! Coincidence spectrum generated by summing gates set on members of the n7/22 ground-state band. ~b! Coincidence spectrum
generated by summing gates set on members of the n9/21 band.ray ~194 keV! in the favored signature is the 9/22!5/22
transition. Similarly the 216 keV g ray is assigned as the
7/22!3/22 transition in the unfavored signature sequence.
If these spin assignments are correct, then the alignments
~Fig. 7! resemble those of the analogous bands in 179W @15#.
It should be noted that neither of the g-ray energies men-
tioned above match the spacing of any pair of levels assigned
as members of the 1/22@521# band from the (d ,p) and (d ,t)
data. Also, there is no evidence for the 93 keV 5/22!1/22
or the 65 keV 3/22!1/22 transitions, which would be ex-
pected from the (d ,p) data. It is possible that the proximity
of the two Kp51/22 and associated states in 177Hf leads to
a fragmentation of decay at the bottom of all three decoupled
bands. The decay from the Kp51/22 bandheads could not
be established, even though previous measurements suggest
a 51 keV E2 decay from the n1/22@521# state to the
n5/22@512# bandhead.
4. The n5/22[512] band
Evidence was found for population of the band based on
the n5/22@512# second excited state located at an excitation
energy of 508.1 keV @16–18#. Since this level is highly non-
yrast, the associated rotational band was populated very
weakly, so that only the 7/22 and 9/22 members were iden-
tified.B. Bands based on three-quasiparticle states
1. The band based on the Kp523/21, T1/251.1 s isomer
The Kp523/21 state is a well-known isomer with T1/2
51.1 s. It was first observed from the b-decay of the Kp
523/22, T1/25161 day isomer in 177Lu @1,2#. Later mea-
surements were able to establish its associated band up to
Jp531/21 @3#. This has been extended to Jp539/21 in the
present work. The band is displayed in Fig. 6~a!, where a
spectrum gated by the 277 keV transition is shown. The av-
erage value of gK ~see Table III! extracted from the first four
branchings in the band agrees well with the previously sug-
gested three-quasiparticle configuration for the Kp523/21
state was p2@7/219/22#82 ^ n7/22. Beyond this, the value
gK increases, probably due to the rotational alignment of i13/2
neutrons, for which evidence is seen in the net alignment for
the band shown in Fig. 7.
2. The band based on the Kp525/22 state
The existence of the Kp525/22 state had previously been
established from the observation of its decay to the 25/21
member of the Kp523/21 band via the 120 keV unstretched
E1 transition @19#, which can be seen in Fig. 6~a!. The cas-
cade transition from the 27/22 member of the associated
band had been firmly assigned, together with tentative
cascade/crossover candidates from the 29/22 rotational level.
The band is established to Jp537/22 in the present work.
840 PRC 58MULLINS, BYRNE, DRACOULIS, McGORAM, AND SEALEFIG. 6. ~a! Coincidence spectrum generated by gating on the 277 keV transition in 177Hf. Members of the bands based on the Kp
523/21 and Kp525/22 three-quasiparticle states can be seen. ~b! Coincidence spectrum generated by gating on the 366 keV transition in
177Hf. Members of the bands based on the Kp539/21 five-quasiparticle state can be seen. Since the 366 keV transition is a multiplet,
transitions associated with the Kp523/21 and Kp525/22 states are also present in the spectrum.
TABLE III. Configurations and gK factors for multiquasiparticle states in 177Hf.
Configurationa gK
Kp n p Expb Nilssonc Empiricald
7/22 7/22 0.23~2! 0.26 0.23~2!
9/21 9/21 20.142~23! 20.245 20.142~23!
19/22 7/22 7/21,5/21 0.64~5! 0.74 0.72
0.71(5)†
23/21 7/22 7/21,9/22 0.68~4! 0.79 0.77
0.75(4)†
25/22 9/21 7/21,9/22 0.52~4! 0.55 0.59
0.59(4)†
(29/21) 7/22 1/21, 5/21, 7/21, 9/22 0.54(229110) 0.60 0.60
(33/22) 1/22, 7/22, 9/21 7/21, 9/22 0.54(242111) 0.50 0.52
37/22 5/22, 7/22, 9/21 7/21, 9/22 0.41~3! 0.38 0.40
39/21 7/21, 7/22, 9/21 7/21, 9/22 0.41~2! 0.36 0.40
ap: 7/21: 7/21@404#; 9/22: 9/22@514#; 5/21: 5/21@402#; 1/21: 1/21@411#. n: 9/21: 9/21@624#;
7/22: 7/22@514#; 5/22@512#; 7/21: 7/21@633#; 1/22: 1/22@510#.
b(gK2gR)/Q0 is positive ~except for 7/22 and 9/21), Q057.2~1! eb ~Ref. @14#!, gR50.23~2! †,
gR50.3!.
cNilsson wave functions, gs50.7g free and deformations of («2, «4)5~0.245,0.053!.
dEmpirical gK values used wherever possible.
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directly to the Kp523/21 state has been found, but it is
weak compared to the 120 keV J!J transition. This behav-
ior reflects that of the well-known E1 branchings from the
n9/21 band to the n7/22 band @20# in 177Hf, since the 25/22
and 23/21 configurations correspond to coupling these two
orbitals to the same p282 component, respectively.
The average value of gK for the band ~see Table III!
agrees well with that expected for the previously suggested
configuration of p2@7/21,9/22# ^ n9/21. Further evidence
comes from the alignment plot ~Fig. 7!, which shows that the
band has more aligned spin than that based on the Kp
523/21 state, consistent with the occupancy of the
ni13/2,9/21 orbital. The presence of the latter quasiparticle
also blocks the ni13/2 alignment that is observed in the Kp
523/21 band.
3. The band based on the Kp519/22, T1/2556ms isomer
In a previous study of 177Hf, a Kp519/22 state with a
half-life of 56 ms was found @19#. This was assigned to the
n7/22 ^ p2@7/21,5/21#61 three-quasiparticle configuration.
The present experimental conditions precluded the observa-
tion of the 548 keV transition from the Kp519/22 state to
the 17/22 state of the n7/22 band. Moreover, the lifetime
prohibits the use of early-delayed coincidence techniques as
means with which to assign the band associated with the
Kp519/22 state. Hence, the band will be decoupled in
prompt and delayed coincidence from the n7/22 band. A
band was found which had similar level energies to that of
the n7/22 band above the 19/22 state, but with strong DJ
51 cascade transitions. It could not be connected via g-g
coincidences with any of the hafnium level schemes. The
F/~M-B! intensity ratios for the band are depicted by the
filled diamonds in Fig. 4, which clearly indicate that the band
FIG. 7. Aligned angular momenta for bands in 177Hf, extracted
with K values as shown in the figure. The Harris reference param-
eters used were J0536 \2/MeV and J1576 \4/MeV3.should be assigned to 177Hf. The values of gK extracted from
the branching ratios ~Table III! are in good agreement with
those expected for the n7/22 ^ p261 configuration. Hence,
this band has been assigned to the Kp519/22 three-
quasiparticle state.
The alignments show a similar behavior to those of the
23/21 band, but are ;0.3\ lower. This is consistent with the
difference in alignment between the p261 and dominantly
p282 bands in 178Hf @4#. As in the 23/21 band, the smooth
increase in aligned spin is attributed to the alignment of a
pair of i13/2 neutrons.
4. Bands based on Kp5(23/22) states
There are a number of states that decay into the levels of
the 25/22 band, as shown in Fig. 3. The spacing between
these states suggests that they could constitute a rotational
band in which the in-band transitions are very weak. Since
no decay is observed to members of the 23/21 band, the new
states probably have negative parity, and their energy spac-
ing suggests that they are based on a three-quasiparticle
structure. There are also a number of other states that decay
into this structure and also to the 25/22 band. This suggests
that there may be at least two bands which are strongly
mixed with one another and with the 25/22 band. Multiqua-
siparticle calculations ~see Sec. V B! predict three close-
lying Kp523/22 states at an excitation energy of ;2 MeV.
One of these is based on the n9/21p2 @5/21,9/22# configu-
ration, which corresponds to exchanging the p7/21@404# or-
bital in the 25/22 configuration for its p5/21@402# pseu-
dospin partner. This assignment is consistent with the strong
decays into the 25/22 band. A second 23/22 state is based on
the n7/21p2 @7/21,9/22# configuration. This can couple to
the first 23/22 state in two ways; it has the p7/21 pseu-
dospin partner to the p5/21 orbital, and the ni13/2 ,7/21 or-
bital, which will couple to the ni13/2 ,9/21 orbital in the first
23/22 configuration. The third 23/22 state is based on the
n3 @7/21,9/21,7/22# configuration, which has both ni13/2 or-
bitals occupied, and may therefore couple with the other two
23/22 states.
C. Bands based on five-quasiparticle states
The only previously known five-quasiparticle state in
177Hf was the Kp537/22, T1/2551 min isomer. It was iden-
tified from its decay via a 214 keV E3 transition to the 31/21
state of the 23/21 band @3,21#. Since the observed 37/22
state in the band based on the 7/22 ground state resides ;1
MeV above the Kp537/22 five-quasiparticle state, it seems
very likely that the band on the latter should also be popu-
lated. Two of the new bands that were assigned to 177Hf on
the basis of their F/~M-B! ratios ~corresponding to the filled
squares and circles in Fig. 4! have cascade-transition ener-
gies which strongly suggest that they are associated with
five-quasiparticle states. One band is populated with ;60%
of the intensity of the other, but they have similar branching
ratios. It is also interesting to note that even though the F/
~M-B! ratios clearly show that both bands belong to 177Hf,
the ratios are lower than the average values for this nucleus
~see Sec. V C for further comment on this!.
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The stronger of the two bands is in prompt coincidence
with a 366 keV transition, which has been assigned as the
decay from its band head. Thus, this band cannot be the one
based on the Kp537/22, T1/2551 min isomer. Instead, it has
been assigned to decay to the Kp537/22 isomer via the 366
keV transition. A coincidence spectrum gated by the 366
keV transition is shown in Fig. 6~b!. Since this band is more
intense, it is very likely that it is yrast when compared to the
band based on the Kp537/22 state, suggesting Kp541/22
or 39/2(6) for the 3107 keV state. Positive A2 values were
found for the 360 and 375 keV cascade transitions, whereas
the 366 keV transition has a small negative A2, consistent
with a stretched dipole character. The DCO ratio of the 366
keV transition ~when gated by the 360 keV cascade transi-
tion! was similar to that of the 398 keV stretched E1 transi-
tion when gated by the 255 keV cascade in the 23/21 band,
supporting stretched dipole character for the 366 keV transi-
tion. Hence, this band is assigned to a previously unobserved
five-quasiparticle, Kp539/26 state. There is no indication of
mutual perturbation with the close-lying 39/22 member of
the band assigned to the Kp537/22 state ~see below!, which
favors positive parity. Also, our multiquasiparticle
calculations ~see Sec. V B! predict that the lowest Kp
539/22 state resides at ;4.5 MeV, whereas the
p2@7/21,9/22#82 ^ n3@9/21,7/22,7/21# , Kp539/21 con-
figuration occurs at 3.2 MeV. Furthermore, the extracted gK
factor ~see Table III! for the band agrees well with that ex-
pected for the Kp539/21 configuration.
The band has a relatively high alignment, as can be seen
in Fig. 7. This is consistent with the occupancy of the two
ni13/2 orbitals (9/21@624#, 7/2 1@633#! in the assigned con-
figuration.
2. The band based on the Kp537/22, T1/2551 min isomer
By default, the weaker of the two bands mentioned above
was assigned to the Kp537/22, T1/2551 min isomer. It was
not possible to extract A2 coefficients for any of the cascade
transitions, but the values of RDJ51 of ;1 are similar to
those found for the 39/21 band. Hence, the positive sign was
taken for (gK2gR)/Q0 was taken, and the value extracted
for gK is in good agreement with the empirical estimate.
Despite the two extra particles, the alignment for this five-
quasiparticle band is lower than that for the related 25/22
three-quasiparticle band. This effect has also been observed
in a number of bands in 178Ta, 176Ta, 178W, and 179W, where
it has been attributed to the effect of reduced pairing in the
higher seniority configuration @22,23#. The reduced pairing
apparently lessens the aligned spin contributed by the quasi-
particles, but also increases the collective moment of inertia.
If the former decreases faster than the latter increases, then
the extracted alignment will be lower in the higher seniority
configuration, despite the presence of at least two more un-
paired particles.
3. The band based on the Kp529/21 state
A weakly populated structure that consists of just two
transitions has been observed to decay solely to the 23/21
band via a 986 keV transition, as shown in Fig. 3. The tran-
sition energies suggest that the band originates from a five-quasiparticle configuration. Our multiquasiparticle calcula-
tions ~see Sec. V B! indicate that the Kp529/21 np4
assignment is most likely, since the decay to the 27/21 state
rules out the 31/22 and 33/21 n3p2 possibilities. The np4
assignment is also consistent with the lack of an E2 cross-
over transition.
4. The band based on the Kp533/22 state
A second weakly populated band was found, which also
consisted of just two transitions, both of which were in co-
incidence with a 197 keV g ray, but not with any other
transitions which are known to belong to a particular
hafnium isotope. Reliable F/~M-B! intensity ratios could not
be extracted, due to the weakness of the band, but it has been
assumed to belong to 177Hf, since it was not observed in the
study of 178Hf @4#. The energies of the two inband transitions
are consistent with a five-quasiparticle configuration, possi-
bly with Kp533/26, as suggested by our multiquasiparticle
calculations. The Kp533/22 assignment would allow the
197 keV transition to be assigned as a decay to the 37/22
isomer, hence the reason for the placement of the band, as
shown in Fig. 3. There is little evidence for an E2 crossover




The overall agreement of the extracted gK factors with the
Nilsson estimates shown in Table III is good, except for the
n9/21 band where considerable K mixing occurs. Not sur-
prisingly, better agreement results when empirical values are
used for this orbital and other components in the multiqua-
siparticle states. It is clear, however, that the gK values of the
p2n bands are consistently low, which suggests that the col-
lective g factor (gR) may be higher for these configurations.
Indeed, this appears to be the case for the p2n , Kp525/22
band in 179Hf where the g factor has been measured. The
effect is probably due to a reduction in the proton pairing,
which is expected to increase gR by ;0.07 @24#. This sug-
gests that a value of gR50.3 is appropriate for the p2n bands
in 177Hf, which indeed leads to significantly improved agree-
ment between experimental and empirical values of gK .
Clearly it would be of interest to measure the g factors of the
p2n and p2n3 bands in order to gain explicit confirmation of
the difference in gR , since it is not clear why the ground-
state value of gR seems to be appropriate for the p2n3 con-
figurations.
In 178Hf and 176Hf there are two 82 states which arise
from the n2 @9/21,7/22# and p2 @9/22,7/21# configurations.
These configurations are strongly mixed in 178Hf, but are
essentially pure in 176Hf. Since the 23/21 and 25/22 states
contain the n7/22 and n9/21 orbitals, respectively, the Pauli
exclusion principle dictates that the 82 component has to
have pure two-quasiproton character. Hence the gK value for
this component should be unity. This can be verified by ex-
tracting the gK for the 82 component in these two cases;
values of 0.98~6! and 1.00~6! were found for the 23/21 and
the 25/22 states, respectively.
B. Comparison with blocked multiquasiparticle calculations
Multiquasiparticle calculations were carried out for 177Hf.
The prescription used in the calculations followed that out-
PRC 58 843HIGH-SPIN INTRINSIC AND ROTATIONAL STATES . . .TABLE IV. Calculated and observed excitation energies for multiquasiparticle states in 177Hf.
Configuration Energy ~keV!
Kp p n Eqp E resid Ecalc Eexpt
7/22 7/22 0 0 0 0
9/21 9/21 350 0 350 321
5/22 5/22 530 0 530 508
1/22 1/22 576 0 576 ~567!
1/22 1/22 634 0 634 559
7/21 7/21 795 0 795 746
19/22 7/21,5/21 9/21 1494 2223 1271 1342
23/21 7/21,9/22 7/22 1407 2200 1207 1315
23/22 9/21,7/22,7/21 1999 114 2013
23/22 5/21,9/22 9/21 2021 126 2047
23/22 7/21,9/22 7/21 2203 2130 2073
25/22 7/21,9/22 9/21 1757 2129 1627 1713
29/21 7/21,9/22,5/21,1/21 7/22 2832 294 2738 2874
31/22 7/21,9/22,5/21,1/21 9/21 3182 256 3125
33/21 7/21,5/21 7/22,9/21,5/22 3227 2310 2917
33/22 7/21,9/22 7/22,9/21,1/22 3241 2235 3006 ~2938!
37/22 7/21,9/22 7/22,9/21,5/22 3140 2272 2867 2741
39/21 7/21,9/22 7/22,9/21,7/21 3407 2201 3206 3107
43/22 7/21,9/22,5/21,1/21 7/22,9/21,5/22 4565 2150 4415
45/21 7/21,9/22,5/21,1/21 7/22,9/21,7/21 4832 2122 4714lined for other cases in this mass region ~see, for example,
Ref. @25#!. More specifically, single-quasiparticle levels were
generated from a Nilsson potential at a deformation of
(«2 ,«4)5(0.256, 0.043!. Pairing correlations were treated
within the Lipkin-Nogami approach which included block-
ing. The energies of the resultant single-quasineutron levels
were adjusted to approximately reproduce those known in
177Hf. The single-quasiproton levels were adjusted to those
of 177Ta at the same deformation. Fixed pairing strengths of
Gp519.2/A MeV and Gn518.06/A MeV were used. Fi-
nally, the calculated excitation energies were corrected with
an orbital-dependent residual nucleon-nucleon interaction of
the form described in Ref. @26#.
A comparison between the predicted and observed multi-
quasiparticle states is given in Table IV. The calculations
reproduce the excitation energies of the previously known
Kp519/22, 23/21, 25/22, and 37/22 multiquasiparticle
states to within ;100 keV. This is also the case for the
newly discovered Kp539/21 five-quasiparticle state. Hence,
an accuracy of ;100 keV can be assumed when attempting
to identify other favored configurations.
The comparison shows that the most favored three- and
five-quasiparticle states have been observed. There are can-
didates for some of the less favored intermediate-spin three-
and five-quasiparticle states (Kp523/21, 29/21, 31/22,
33/26), but the assignments are tentative. The lowest seven-
quasiparticle states ~those with Kp543/22 and 45/21) are
predicted to be non-yrast by ;500 keV when compared to
the rotational states based on the five-quasiparticle Kp
539/21 state. This can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 8,FIG. 8. Lower panel: excitation energy versus spin for states in
177Hf. The experimental ~calculated! multiquasiparticle states are
depicted by large filled ~open! symbols. Associated rotational bands
are shown as small filled symbols joined by solid lines. The 43/22
and 45/21 data points correspond to the lowest seven-quasiparticle
states predicted by the calculations described in Sec. V B. Upper
panel: Forward/~Middle-Back! intensity ratios for the ground-state
band in 178Hf, which include data points for the weakly populated
top three states ~these are not shown in Fig. 9 for clarity of presen-
tation!.
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177Hf.
C. Reaction mechanism and spin-population
A previous a-g study following the bombardment of
159Tb with 14N demonstrated that different intensity profiles
for rotational bands resulted if the a particle was detected at
forward or backward angles @7#. Rotational bands that were
selected by a ‘‘forward’’ a particle showed a rapid increase
in intensity over the highest spin states, whereupon the in-
tensity remained constant down to the bandhead. This inten-
sity pattern was believed to arise from the narrow spin dis-
tribution, localized near to the critical angular momentum for
complete fusion, that is associated with incomplete fusion. If
the band was selected by a ‘‘backward’’ a particle, a gradual
monotonic increase in intensity was observed, as expected
for complete fusion, where the band is fed over a broad spin
range. In the present data, the qualitative behavior of the
F/~M-B! intensity ratios as a function of spin can be related
to the different entry-spin distributions expected for incom-
plete fusion and complete fusion. As an example, in the up-
per panel of Fig. 8 the F/~M-B! ratios for the ground-state
band in 178Hf are shown versus spin. A smooth increase with
spin is seen up the 12 \ state, whereupon a rapid decrease
occurs ~the large error bars for the top three points are due to
the weakness of the relevant g rays in the M-B matrix!. This
behavior is consistent with the division of a feeding pattern
expected from incomplete fusion by that expected from com-
FIG. 9. Forward/~Middle-Back! intensity ratios versus ~a! spin,
and ~b! excitation energy, for the rotational bands in 177Hf based on
the ground state, the Kp59/21 one-quasineutron state, the Kp
523/21 three-quasiparticle state and the Kp539/21 five-
quasiparticle state. Ratios for the ground-state bands in 178Hf and
176Hf are also shown.plete fusion, and suggests that the forward-going a particles
tend to be from incomplete fusion, whereas those detected at
middle-backward angles are mainly from complete fusion,
which is expected to produce an isotropic a distribution in
the center-of-mass. The ratios suggest that beyond ;15–20
\ the fraction of spin population from incomplete fusion is
severely curtailed, and feeding from complete-fusion/
evaporation will dominate. This has some consequences for
the highest spin states observed in 177Hf, as will be discussed
below.
Shown in Fig. 9~a! are F/~M-B! ratios versus spin for
rotational bands in 177Hf based on the one-quasiparticle 7/22
and 9/21 states, the three-quasiparticle 23/21 state and the
five-quasiparticle 39/21 state. The other three- and five-
quasiparticle bands in 177Hf are not shown, but they exhibit
similar trends to the 23/21 and 39/21 bands, respectively.
These two cases have the best statistical accuracy, and reli-
able ratios could be extracted up to the highest observed state
in each band. For reference, the ratios for the ground-state
band ~gsb! in 178Hf are shown again, but for clarity of pre-
sentation the top three points have been omitted; the ratios
for the gsb in 176Hf are also shown. A number of features are
noteworthy.
~i! The 7/22 gsb and excited 9/21 one-quasiparticle bands
in 177Hf show a rise with spin similar to that of the gsb in
178Hf. This suggests a similar ratio of population from in-
complete fusion and complete fusion to the gsb in 178Hf, as
discussed above. It was not possible to extract ratios for the
highest bands members in order to ascertain whether a rapid
decrease occurs at a spin related to the critical value for
complete fusion.
~ii! The ratios for the three-quasiparticle 23/21 band in
177Hf are lower than those of the one-quasiparticle bands at
the same spin. This is also true when the ratios are plotted
against excitation energy @Fig. 9~b!# which suggests that the
difference is not due to a trivial effect of the Al front-foils in
absorbing lower energy a particles that might plausibly be
associated with the population of higher excitation energy
states. The lower ratios suggest that the 23/21 band receives
a higher fractional population from complete fusion when
compared to the one-quasiparticle bands.
~iii! The ratios for the five-quasiparticle 39/21 band in
177Hf are markedly lower than those for the one-
quasiparticle bands; the ratios are also lower than those for
the three-quasiparticle 23/21 band, until at I.18\ , they co-
incide. This is probably associated with dominance of popu-
lation via complete fusion at the highest spins, and suggests
that 18\ corresponds to the point where feeding into 177Hf
from incomplete fusion drops dramatically. Inspection of
Fig. 8 also suggests that the five-quasiparticle states in 177Hf
and their associated rotational bands are mainly populated
via complete fusion.
~iv! The ratios for the gsb of 176Hf show no dependence
on spin. This is consistent with population via complete fu-
sion only, irrespective of whether the a particles are detected
in the forward or middle/backward directions. Hence, divi-
sion of the two feeding patterns that have the same slope
produces ratios that show no dependence on spin. If this is
indeed the correct explanation, then these ratios should equal
unity, which offers the possibility of an approximate empiri-
PRC 58 845HIGH-SPIN INTRINSIC AND ROTATIONAL STATES . . .cal efficiency correction. This suggests that all the ratios
should be divided by ;2.5
As a final observation, the localized entry-spin distribu-
tion of the incomplete fusion process may also explain the
population of the less-favored multiquasiparticle states, since
none of them ~or their associated bands! are fed by the decay
of the favored configurations. Most of these states probably
lie in the spin region of ;12–15\, which is consistent with
the entry distribution for g decay following incomplete fu-
sion, as inferred from the F/~M-B! ratios for the gsb in 178Hf
shown in Fig. 8.
VI. SUMMARY
In conclusion, high-spin states have been studied in
the stable nucleus, 177Hf with the reaction
176Yb(9Be,a4n)177Hf. Time-correlated particle-g-g coinci-
dence data were collected from which an extensive level
scheme has been constructed. Rotational bands based on pre-
viously known one- and three-quasiparticle states have been
extended to considerably higher spins. A number of new
bands were found, and assigned to multiquasiparticle states
in 177Hf. One of these was assigned to the previously known
Kp519/22 three-quasiparticle state which has T1/2556 ms.
Two others were assigned to five-quasiparticle states, one of
which was the well-known Kp537/22 T1/2 isomer. Theother five-quasiparticle band was assigned to a new Kp
539/21 state. The gK values derived from branching ratios
were consistent with the assigned configurations in these two
and all other cases. Multiquasiparticle calculations were able
to reproduce the excitation energies of the observed three-
and five-quasiparticle states to within ;100 keV. The calcu-
lations suggest that all of the most favored three- and five-
quasiparticle states were observed.
There is evidence that the states in 177Hf receive popula-
tion from two distinct entry-spin distributions, one associated
with complete fusion of the beam with the target, the other
with incomplete fusion that results from beam breakup in the
entrance channel. The a-particle yields that are associated
with the two distributions are essentially isotropic and
forward-peaked, respectively. Ratios of g-ray intensities in
coincidence with a particles detected at forward and middle/
backward angles suggest that the highest spin states in 177Hf
receive a larger fractional population from complete fusion
when compared to states of lower spin.
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